24. NOVEMBER / KL 20

ÅBENT
LABORATORIUM #7
GRATIS ADGANG!
Aaben Dans præsenterer upcoming dansere
og nye forestillinger! Baren er åben og aftenen
slutter med en ”artist talk”
Aaben Dans is happy to invite you to
THE OPEN LAB which is an evening where we
zoom into u
 pcoming work within the dance field.
The bar is open and we have an artist talk a
fter the performance for those who like to
participate.
Order FREE tickets at billet@aabendans.dk.

MALØR

BY LOUISE LEE ELVERDAL
DURATION / APP. 10 MIN
DANCE / LOUISE LEE ELVERDAL +
LINETTE CHRISTENSEN
The word ‘MALØR’ means
small accidents. Small accidents happen all the time in our
everyday life and they can make
you feel so unlucky. We have
created our duet based upon
accidents and mishaps, connected and turned into colourful
movement patterns.
Can you prevent these accidents from happening or only
embrace them? Can a series of
mishaps turn out to be a sign
of great luck? Do other people
affect your mishaps? The
dancers seek to find their own
luck within these accidents and
thereby affect and challenge
each other on and on. MALØR who ends up unlucky?

DORIS.
DO OR DON’T

BY MARIA NAIDU
DURATION / APP. 17 MIN.
CHOREOGRAPHY / MARIA NAIDU
DANCERS / TORBJÖRN
STENBERG, RACHEL TESS +
JOHN WANNEHAG +
MARIA NAIDU
This is an preview of the
coming up piece by Maria
Naidu, based in sweden. The
piece investigates the composition theory by Doris Humphrey
(1885-1958), who was one the
spears in the creation of modern dance. Maria and dancers
look into the impact and relevance that Doris Humphrey´s
thoughts has on the art of
dance today.
The piece will have its opening
show in Simrishamn, November
27th

WWW

BY SIMONE WIERØD
DURATION / APP. 9 MIN
CHOREOGRAPHY / SIMONE
DANCERS / SIMONE WIERØD +
THOMAS ROHE
Are you sure it is not going to
rain? Will this jacket be too hot
to wear? Should I bring an extra
sweater? Did they say 10 or 12
degrees? WWW is inspired by
the human condition of understanding, analyzing and predicting our surroundings, the need
of knowing what will happen,
and the way this is presented in
the western media of today. The
piece is created as a surreal and
exaggerated weather forecast
with two dancing hosts getting
lost in their eager of performing
their weather news like never
before. And anyway – if we can
talk about the weather, why not
dance about it too?

Bestil GRATIS billet på billet@aabendans.dk

#41 – AN OCCULT
MANIFESTATION
OF THE SAME
BODY

BY GEORGIA KAPODISTRIA
DURATION / APP. 22 MIN
CONCEPT + CHOREOGRAPHY +
DANCE / GEORGIA KAPODISTRIA
Humans do all kinds of things
during their life time. Discover
things, build things … Where
does all that knowledge and
energy come from? Humans
were once like monkeys. And
before that like reptile sandfish.
And even before that plankton
and amoebas. Amoebas don’t
build their houses. They just
devour all the food they can
find around them. What if there
were some mistakes in the
progression? What if something
went wrong, like an amoeba
was suddenly given the higher
powers of a human?
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